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A method for modular design of structural products such as automotive bodies is
sented where two structural products are simultaneously decomposed to componen
sidering the structural performances of each structure and the component sharin
tween two structures. The problem is posed as an optimization to minimize the redu
of structural strength due to the introduction of spot-weld joints and the numbe
redundant joints, while maximizing the manufacturability of the component and com
nent sharing between two structures. As an extension to our previous work, this
focuses on the simultaneous decomposition of two 3D beam-based structures. The
extensions include 1) a new, realistic definition of feasible joining angles based o
local geometry of joining components, 2) a component manufacturability evaluation
eliminates the need of specifying the number of components prior to decomposition a
a multi-objective optimization formulation that allows an effective exploration of tra
offs among different criteria. A case study on the simplified, 3D beam models of au
tive bodies is presented to demonstrate the developed method.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1666890#
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1 Introduction

Modularity is a tested and proven strategy in product des
One short description would be having products with identi
internal interfaces between components. The scope of the w
interface includes the connection between components in fu
tional, technology and physical domains. The interfaces betw
components are seen by many as the core issue of modularity
they must be standardized to allow the ability of the full exchan
of components@1#.

Design for modularity is now in widespread use globally. C
makers prefer designing many features of a family of cars at
same time, instead of one model at a time. Standardizing com
nents and letting several variant products share these compo
would save tooling costs and many related expenses@2–4#. De-
veloping a complex product involves many activities and peo
over a long period of time. Making use of modularity leads to t
clustering of activities involved in the design process, so that
potential group of activities might be scheduled simultaneou
which enables simplification of project scheduling and mana
ment @1#. As the identification of modules tremendously affec
the entire product development process, the strategy is usu
applicable in the early phases of the design process.

Many companies are also actively pursuing to replace the
ditional design process, where the translation of conceptual
signs into the final products to be manufactured has been acc
plished by iterations between design and manufacturing engin
In particular, design for manufacturability~DFM! and design for
assembly~DFA! methodologies are utilized to implement th
early product design measures that can prevent manufacturing
assembly problems and significantly simplify the production p
cess. Most existing approaches generate redesign suggestio
changes to individual feature parameters, but because of the i
actions among various portions of the design, it is often desira
to propose a judiciously chosen combination of modificatio
@5,6#.
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In this paper we introduce a method to combine the DFA a
DFM concepts with the design for modularity process. The obj
tive is to identify the modules in the early development stage
structural products and optimally design the interfaces. Decom
sition based assembly synthesis@7# is applied to search for the
basic building blocks of a product and determine the locations
joints that will result in the minimum decrease in structur
strength. As an extension to our previous work@8,9#, this paper
focuses on the simultaneous decomposition two 3D beam-b
structures. The major extensions include 1! a new, realistic defi-
nition of feasible joining angles based on the local geometry
joining components, 2! a component manufacturability evaluatio
that eliminates the need of specifying the number of compone
prior to decomposition, and 3! a multi-objective optimization for-
mulation that allows an effective exploration of trade-offs amo
different criteria by generating a set ofParetooptimal solutions. A
case study on the simplified, 3D beam models of automotive b
ies is presented to demonstrate the developed method.

2 Previous Work
In the design of a family of products, a shared subsystem w

common components and interfaces, based on which product
ants can be derived, is often referred to as aproduct platform, On
the other hand, term ‘‘modular components’’ or simply ‘‘module
are also used as common~often small, individual! components
sharable across the multiple product types in the context of p
uct family design. While a product platform implies a large su
system in a product consisting of multiple components~eg. bolts
and nuts are not product platforms but they are modular com
nents!, it is also termed as modules in the rest of the paper for
sake of consistency.

Recently, there has been considerable increase in the rese
directed towards modular design. Rather than providing an
haustive list of design for modularity, this section focuses on
previous work dealing with relatively complex applications i
volving mathematical optimizations. The reader should refer
@8,9# for the previous work related to assembly synthesis a
structural optimization. In the following, a classification similar
the one found in@10# is adopted:

rsity,

.
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• Class I: Given product variants and modules to share, fi
the module attributes~parameters associated with modul
such as size and weight! that optimize the performances o
each product variant.

• Class II: Given product variants, simultaneously find th
modules to share and their attributes that optimize the per
mances of each product variant.

Note Class II problems, addressed in this paper, involve the d
sions on which modules to share, and hence imposes conside
more challenges than Class I problems.

Zugasti et al.@11# started with several predefined module alte
natives and design variants. In this Class I formulation the opti
product family can then be identified based on decision anal
and real options; modeling the risks and delayed decision ben
present during product development. Another example of Cla
formulation is reported by Nelson et al.@12#, where a multi-
criteria optimization problem is formulated whose solution qua
tifies the performance degradation of product variants by com
nent sharing. For each selection of modules to share,
performance trade-offs between two product variants are re
sented as a Pareto curve. Several such Pareto curves are sho
illustrate the effect of different module selections on the perf
mances of the two product variants. While the optimal mod
design should be on one of these Pareto curves, exactly which
is the best is a question of performance as well as of other b
ness issues. Simpson et al.@13# focused on a slightly differen
Class I application, introducing the Product Platform Concept
ploration Method to design scalable modules and the resul
product variants. The goal is to design a product that can be
tically leveraged for different market niches. Some parameter
ues in the modules are shared across given product variants, w
other parameters can take different values within each pro
variant. A group of individually optimized products are compar
with the product variants with shared modules, and it is repor
that component sharing is achieved without a considerable los
performance.

Due to its complexity, there are a handful of past attempts
Class II problems. Fujita and Yoshida@10# presented an optimiza
tion method combining genetic, branch-and-bound and nonlin
programming algorithms. In their multi-level technique, they fi
optimize the module selection and similarity among differe
products using genetic algorithm, then optimize the directions
similarity on scale-based variety using branch-and-bound, an
nally optimize the module attributes as nonlinear programmi
Simpson and D’Souza’s@14# presented a mixed-integer program
ming formulation of the single-stage design for modularity pro
lem where binary variables represents the selection of mod
within a product family and continuous variables specify para
eter values associated with each module. Fellini et al.@15# dis-
cussed a similar approach where the binary variables for mo
selection is relaxed to a continuously differentiable function t
takes values in@0,1#, to allow the use of gradient-based optimiz
tion algorithms. Extending the work of Simpson et al.@13#, Mes-
sac et al.@16# introduced a product family penalty function t
simultaneously maximize the performances of each design va
and minimize the variations in parameter values associated
chosen modules. Based on the decomposition-based asse
synthesis method@7#, We presented a method to solve a Class
problem for structural products in 2D continuum models@8# and
2D beam models@9#.

3 Modular Structural Component Design
The modular structural component design problem addresse

this paper is posed as an optimization of the locations of joints
joint types within two variants of a structural product. Consideri
automotive body applications, the locations and types of joints
selected to 1! minimize the reduction of structural strength due
the introduction of spot-weld joints in each structure, 2! minimize
the number of redundant joint in each structure, 3! maximize the
Journal of Mechanical Design
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manufacturability of the components via stamping processes
each structure, and 4! maximize component sharing between tw
structures.

The variant structures are assumed to bear some similarity
are distinct in the geometry and/or loading conditions. Figure 1~b!
shows an example of two variant structures@9#, which are ob-
tained with the beam-based topology optimization on the des
domain and boundary conditions shown in Fig. 1~a!. While the
developed method is tailored for 3D beam-based structure mod
we will use these simple 2D structures to illustrate each step in
method for the rest of this section. It should be noted, howev
that the product variants do not have to be topologically optim
as seen in the case study in Sec. 4.

Based on the decomposition-based assembly synthesis me
@7#, in the modular structural design problem two beam-bas
structures are optimally decomposed into an assembly consis
of multiple members with simpler geometries. Given two desi
variants and the results of FEM analysis~stress distributions
within structures! for desired loading conditions, there are tw
main steps in the decomposition process:

1. Construction of the product topology graphs of each
structure: The designer defines the basic ‘‘atomic’’ componen
~minimum units subject to decomposition! on each structure, and
a graph is constructed that represents the connectivity of th
basic components within the structure, where each node indic
a basic component and each edge indicates potential join
points. If the basic components are simply defined as the be
segments in a structure~as in the case of the following examples!,
the edges in the product topology graph represent the intersec
points of these beam segments.12 For example, Fig. 2 illustrates
the topology graphs of the two 2D structures in Fig. 1~b!.

2. Decomposition of the product topology graphs: The prod-
uct topology graphs are decomposed so as to maximize or m
mize objective functions while satisfying constraints. In the mul
objective formulation presented below, there are four object
functions measuring the structural strength and number of jo
in the assembled structures, the manufacturability of compone
in each structure, and the amount of component sharing betw
two structures.

3.1 Definition of the Design Variables. Let a product to-
pology graph beG5(V,E) whereV andE are the sets of nodes
and edges, respectively. A decomposition ofG into subgraphs can
be represented by auEu-dimensional vectorx5(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xuEu)
of a binary variablexi indicating the presence of edgeei in the
decomposition:

1If a beam-based structure is seen as a graph, the product topology graph
dual of the graph of the structure@17#.

Fig. 1 Example of two product variants †9‡: „a… design domain
and boundary conditions, and „b… two topologically optimal
structures to be decomposed. Note that the product, variants
do not have to be topologically optimal.
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 235
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xi5H 1 if edge ei exists in the decomposition

0 otherwise
(1)

If xi50, edgeei is ‘‘cut’’ in the decomposition, and the two com
ponents corresponding to the two nodes incident onei can be
either joined or left as separated. If joined, the type of joints th
must be specified. This can be represented as anotheruEu-
dimensional vectory5(y1 ,y2 , . . . ,yuEu) of a variable yiPJ,
whereJ is a set of feasible joint types. Assuming the structure
made of sheet metal with spot weld joints, the four typical typ
of joints shown in Fig. 3 are considered:

• Type 1: butt joint of beam A onto B~Fig. 3~a!!
• Type 2: butt joint of beam B onto A~Fig. 3~b!!
• Type 3: lap joint of beam A onto B from top~Fig. 3~c!!
• Type 4: lap joint of beam A onto B from bottom~Fig. 3~d!!

The classification of these types is based on the orientatio
weld planes that determine the normal and tangential force c
ponents the joints are subject to, which is the major govern
factor of the joint strength as discussed in Sec. 3.3. For this

Fig. 2 Product topology graphs of „a… the structure on the left,
and „b… the structure on the right in Fig. 1 „b…

Fig. 3 Four types of joints that connects two beams A and B.
„a… butt joint of A onto B „type 1 …, „b… butt joint of B onto A „type
2…, „c… lap joint of A onto B from top „type 3 …, and „d… lap joint of
B onto A from bottom „type 4 ….
236 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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son, Type 4~Fig. 3~c!! and Type 5~Fig. 3~d!! are distinguished
because the weld planes face the opposite directions. It shou
noted that beams A and B in Fig. 3 are simplifications of tw
strips of bent sheet metals spot-welded to form a closed c
section, as illustrated in more detail in Fig. 4.

One element of setJ is 0, representing no spot weld at th
corresponding joint, hence:

J5$0,1,2,3,4% (2)

Note that the value ofyi is ignored whenxi51 ~i.e., no ‘‘cut’’!.

3.2 Definition of the Constraints. The first constraint is on
the connectivity of the assembled structures. Since it is poss
for an edgeei in the product topology graph to be cut (xi50) and
have no weld (yi50), a constraint must be in place to ensure t
connectivity of the decomposed product topology graphs w
reassembled. For both structures this can be expressed in
form:

CONNECTED~COMBINED–GRAPH~x,y!!5TRUE (3)

where CONNECTED(G) returns TRUE if the graphG is con-
nected and returns FALSE otherwise, an
COMBINED–GRAPH(x,y) returns a graph that consists of th
nodes of the original graph and the edges in vectorsx andy.

The second constraint is on the flatness of the decompo
components to ensure the manufacturability via stamping p
cesses. The flatness of all components in a decomposed pro
topology graph as specifiedx can be easily checked geometrical
and expressed in the form:

FLAT~x!5TRUE (4)

Figure 5 illustrates examples of a non-flat component~not manu-
facturable! and a flat component~manufacturable!. The quantita-

Fig. 4 A detailed illustration of type 1 joint in Fig. 3 „a… †18‡.
Beams A and B are also made of sheet metals joined by spot
welds.

Fig. 5 Example components that are „a… non-flat „not manu-
facturable …, and „b… flat „manufacturable … via stamping pro-
cesses
Transactions of the ASME
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tive measure pertaining to the cost of manufacturing each com
nent, namely cost estimation of stamping dies, is included a
part of the objective function.

The third and the last constraint guarantees the feasibility of
joint configurations defined in Fig. 3, which implies that a bea
end can be joined onto only one beam. The following funct
checks this condition for every beam in a structure and retu
TRUE if it is satisfied:

FEASIBLE–WELDS~x,y!5TRUE (5)

3.3 Definition of the Objective Functions. The objective
functions in this multi-objective formulation evaluate a given d
composition as a weighted sum of the following criteriato be
minimized:

• Reduction of the structural strength in each structure due
the introduction of spot-weld joints.

• Number of redundant joints in assembled structures.
• Manufacturing cost of components via stamping process.
• Dissimilarity of components between two structures.

Since spot weld joints are much less~;5–10 times! strong
against tensile loads than against shear loads@19,20,21#, the re-
duction of the reduction of the structural strength due to the in
duction of spot-weld joints is evaluated as the sum of ten
forces at each joint in a decomposed structure:

f s~x,y!5 (
i 51

Nwelds

max$0,Fi "ni% (6)

where Nwelds is the total number of welds in the decompos
structure,Fi is the reaction force at jointi, andni is the normal
vector of the weld plane pointing to the tensile direction. Since
are only concerned with the force exerted to the joints~strength
consideration!, not the resulting deformation~stiffness consider-
ation!, the reaction forceFi at joint i is obtained by looking up the
result ofoneFE analysis conducted prior to decomposition. Th
avoids the need of repeated FE analyses within the optimiza
loop, thereby greatly enhancing the speed of optimization proc

The vectorni is determined by joint typeyi and the angle
between joining beams. In the following derivation ofni for each
joint types in Fig. 3, it is assumed that:

• Only two beams can be joined by a joint, and a joint can ha
only one weld plane.2iii

• Cross sections of joining beams are rectangular and ca
flanged~as in Fig. 3~a! and ~b!! or flattened~as in Fig. 3~c!
and ~d!! to form a weld plane.3d

• Neutral axes of the two joining beams either intersect e
other or are inline.

• Faces of rectangular cross sections of the joining beams
either parallel or perpendicular to the plane defined by
neutral axes of two joining beams.

Let us consider a right-handed local coordinate syst
(o,e1 ,e2 ,e3) at joint i, whereo is the origin ande1 , e2 ande3 are
the bases inj, c, andz directions as shown in Fig. 6. The origi
o is at joint i, and j axis is inline with vectorna of beam A~a
vector formed by connecting the endpoints of beam A!. Note z
axis is pointing out the paper. Namely,

2While multi-plane joining of two beams can be done in practice, it is not
cluded as possible joint types in Fig. 3 for simplicity. Inclusion of more joint types
one of the future work.

3Note joint geometry other than the one in Fig. 3 can realize the same weld p
but it will not make a difference in strength calculation in Eq.~5!.
Journal of Mechanical Design
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e35
no3ni

inaiinbisinu

whereni is the location of the intersection of the neutral axes
two joining beams A and B andu is the angle between two beam
as measured in Fig. 6. Using these notations, normal vector o
weld plainni at joint i for joint types 1–4 in Fig. 3 are given as

ni55
e1 cos~u290°!1e2 sin~u290°! type 1

e2 type 2

2e3 type 3

e3 type 4

(8)

Note ni of type 1 and type 2 are the same ifu5180 deg, i.e.,
beams A and B are inline.

Since the connectivity of the assembled structure is guaran
by the constraint in Eq.~3!, the number of redundant welds can b
inimized by simply minimizing the total number of welds in a
assembled structure:

f w~x!5Nwelds (9)

In addition to the constraint in Eq.~4! that ensures the flatnes
of each component, the cost of component manufacturing
stamping processes is estimated as a tooling cost of stampin
necessary for the component. Since the present method is a
as a tool during conceptual design phases, only two major fac
in the die cost estimation@22# are considered in the cost estim
tion: usable areaAu and basic manufacturing pointsM p . The
usable areaAu relates to the cost associated with the die size a
is computed as the area of the bounding box of a component.
basic manufacturing pointsM p is measured by the complexity o
stamping die. The empirical data in@22# yielded the following
second-order polynomial:

M p520.0001Xp
210.0840Xp130.28 (10)

whereXp is the die complexity index:

Xp5P2/~LW! (11)

whereP is the perimeter of the component, andL andW are the
length and width of the smallest rectangle surrounding the pun
approximated as the bounding box of the component. Figur

n-
is

lane

Fig. 6 Local, right-handed coordinate system j-c-z located at
joint i , where the origin is at the intersection of the neutral axes
of beams A and B, and x axis is inline with vector v a of beam A.
Note z axis is pointing out of the paper.
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 237
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shows the plot of the relationship in Eq.~10!. As a result, the
manufacturability criterion to discourage complex, large and t
costly parts can be given as:

f c~x!5w1Au* 1w2M p* (12)

where w1 and w2 are weights,Au* and M p* are the maximum
values encountered while examining all decomposed compon
in a structure.

Let two structures subject to decomposition be structures 1
2, andx1 andx2 be binary vectors representing decompositions
structures 1 and 2, respectively. Dissimilarity of components
structures 1 and 2 is evaluated as the negative of the numb
geometrically similar components larger than a certain minim
size in the two structures. This can be done by comparing
similarity of each pair of components in structures 1 and 2
follows:
function f m(x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2)

1. module50
2. for each pair of subgraphs (g1 ,g2) in structures 1 and 2
3. if LARGE(g1)5TRUE and LARGE(g2)5TRUE
4. and SIMILAR( g1 ,y1 ,g2 ,y2)5TRUE
5. module5module11
6. if module50
7. return a large number
8. else
9. return -module

where LARGE(g) is a function that returns TRUE if the area o
bounding box of the component represented by subgraphg is
more than a prescribed minimum size, a
SIMILAR( g1 ,y1 ,g2y2) is a function that returns TRUE if sub
graphsg1 and g2 are considered as ‘‘similar’’ both in geometr
and in joint types, and returns FALSE otherwise:

function SIMILAR( g1 ,y1 ,g2 ,y2)

1. if uAREA–MOMENT(g1)2AREA–MOMENT(g2)u,tol
2. and N–VERTICES(g1)5N–VERTICES(g2)
3. and ISOMORPHIC(g1 ,g2)5TRUE
4. for each matching pair of joints~i, j! in g1 andg2
5. if ANGLE((y1) i)! 5ANGLE((y2) j )
6. return FALSE
7. return TRUE
8. else
9. return FALSE

where tol is a given constant, AREA–MOMENT(g),
N–VERTICES(g) are functions that return the moment of ar
with respect to the centroid and the number of vertices of
convex hull of the component represented by subgraphg, respec-
tively, ISOMORPHIC(g1 ,g2) is a function that returns TRUE i

Fig. 7 Basic manufacturing points Mp vs. die complexity index
Xp †21‡
238 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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g1 and g2 are isomorphic and returns FALSE otherwise, a
ANGLE((y) i) is a function that returns the angle of jointi speci-
fied by (y) i .

The function ISOMORPHIC(g1 ,g2) is implemented in a ge-
neric fashion based on simple node re-labeling@23#, rather than as
a theoretically polynomial-time algorithm for planar graphs@24#.
This is because the large constant time overhead in
polynomial-time algorithm is not justifiable for the small graph
such as the ones in the present problem. While the current im
mentation runs in exponential time in the worst case, it practica
works fine with the prescreening with the node invariants@23#
such as the degrees of nodes and the lengths of beams corres
ing to the nodes.

3.4 Formulation of Optimization Problem. The objective
functions and constraints described in the previous sections
vide the following Class II optimization problem:

• Given: structures 1 and 2 and FEM results
• Find: modules, joint locations and joint types
• Constraints: as given in Section 3.2
• Criteria : as given in Section 3.3

More formally, the problem is formulated as the following mult
objective optimization problem:
minimize: $f s(x1 ,y1)1 f s(x2 ,y2), f w(x1)1 f w(x2),

f c(x1)1 f c(x2), f m(x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2)%
subject to:

CONNECTED(COMBINED–GRAPH(x1 ,y1))5TRUE
CONNECTED(COMBINED–GRAPH(x2 ,y2))5TRUE
FLAT(x1)5TRUE
FLAT(x2)5TRUE
FEASIBLE–WELDS(x1 ,y1)5TRUE
FEASIBLE–WELDS(x2 ,y2)5TRUE

x1P$0,1% uE1u

x2P$0,1% uE2u

y1P$0,1,2,3,4% uE1u

y2P$0,1,2,3,4% uE2u

As an illustration, Fig. 8 shows the example decomposition
the 2D structures in Fig. 1~b!, where the two triangular compo
nents annotated with ‘‘s’’ are selected as the optimal modules. T
corresponding product topology graphs are shown in Fig. 9, wh
dashed lines indicate the edges with welds annotated with
resulting joint types in Fig. 3. Note that for 2D applications on
type 1 and type 2 are regarded as joint alternatives. In Fig. 9,
direction of the arrow on the dashed line shows which beam
welded onto another, i.e., which beam corresponds to beam A
B, according to the definition in Fig. 3.

While simply speaking,f s and f w prefer less decomposition
and f c and f m prefer more decomposition, the nonlinearity in E
~6! available joint types, and geometry of structure make the
sults highly sensitive to the relative importance of the objectiv
For this reason, a multi-objective formulation is adopted, whi
allows an effective exploration of trade-offs among different c
teria by generating a set ofParetooptimal solutions. Note that the
formulation can be easily extended to the cases where more
two structures are involved. Given appropriate criteria to evalu
strength and manufacturability and and feasible joint types,
formulation can also be adapted to different manufacturing a
joining processes.

Fig. 8 Example decomposition of the 2D structures in Figure
1„b…. The identified modules are annotated with ‘‘s.’’
Transactions of the ASME
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3.5 Optimization Algorithm. The optimization problem in

Sec. 3.4 is solved by using a multi-objective genetic algorith
~GA!. It is selected as the solution algorithm due to its know
capability to produce a high-quality Pareto optimal solution in
single run. In the following case study, a variant of no
dominance sorting genetic algorithm~NSGA! @25,26# is used,
with a separate elite population that stores all non-dominant
signs encountered during the run. The constraints are handle
allowing only feasible designs to take part in the non-dominan
sorting prior to the selection process@27#.

The design variablesx1 , x2 , y1 and y2 are simply laid in a
‘‘double strand’’ linear chromosome as illustrates in Fig. 10. I
stead of the conventional crossover that operates on genotype~i.e.,
chromosomes!, so-called ‘‘direct’’ or ‘‘physical’’ crossover
scheme@27–32# is adopted, which directly acts on phenotype~i.e.,
structures in 3D space in our case! as follows:

1. Randomly generate a cut-plane within the bounding box
each structure in the 3D space.

2. Slice two parent structures into substructures with the pla
3. Swap the substructures to produce two offspring structu

Operating on the structures directly has the apparent advan
of keeping the local properties intact, which is expected to ha
favorable results in having shared modules in place while look
for better configurations in the rest of the structure. Another o
portunity is introducing some bias when selecting the rand
point on the cut-plane as well as the orientation, so having con
over how the structures are to be split. In the context of this pa

Fig. 9 Decomposed product topology graphs of „a… the struc-
ture on the left, and „b… the structure on the right in Fig. 8.
Dashed lines indicate the edges with welds annotated with the
joint types in Fig. 3. Subgraphs with thicker lines with ‘‘s’’ rep-
resent the identified modules. The direction of the arrow on the
dashed line shows which beam is welded onto another, i.e.,
which beam corresponds to beam A or B, according to the defi-
nition in Fig. 3.

Fig. 10 Design variables x 1 , x 2 , y 1 and y 2 encoded as a
‘‘double strand’’ linear chromosome
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we are assigning equal probability for every point within th
bounding box of each structure. Further details on this crosso
operator can be found in@27#. This physical crossover is aug-
mented with a repair operator that locally modifies the offsprin
structures to ensure the feasibility to the manufacturability co
straint in Eq.~4!. This is done, whenever possible, by enforcin
the further decomposition of non-flat components. For examp
an infeasible component in Fig. 5~a! can be decomposed to two
feasible components in Fig. 5~b!.

A software implementation is done using the C11 program-
ming language with LEDA library developed at the Max-Planc
Institute of Computer Science. ABAQUS software by Hibbitt
Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc is used for the finite element analyses
the structures. Since ABAQUS is used only once prior to an o
timization run, a typical run in the following case study takes les
than 15 minutes on a PC with an 800 MHz Pentium III processo

4 Case Study
This section describes a case study on simplified 3D beam m

els of a sedan-like body and a wagon-like body shown in Fig. 1
Both structures are approximately 4.6@m# in length ~x direction!,
1.5 @m# in width ~y direction!, and 1.3@m# in height~z direction!.
All beams are modeled as hollow tubes of a 100@mm# by 100
@mm# rectangular cross section with the wall thickness of 1@mm#.
The material is taken as typical steel with the modulus of elast
ity of 200 @GPa#.

The decompositions of these structures are conducted un
two loading conditions, global bending and global torsion@33#, to
illustrate the effects of loading types on module designs and ov

Fig. 11 Simplified beam-based body structures of „a… sedan
and „b… wagon. Both structures are approximately 4.6 †m‡ in
length „x direction …, 1.5 †m‡ in width „y direction …, and 1.3 †m‡

in height „z direction ….

Fig. 12 Product topology graphs of a half-body with respect to
x -z plane of „a… the sedan structure and „b… the wagon struc-
ture in Fig. 11.
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 239
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all decompositions. Since the body geometries are symmetric w
respect to thex-z plane in Fig. 11, it is assumed that the decom
posed components should obey the same symmetry. This al
us to work on half of the body during the decomposition pr
cesses, reducing the number of variables by a half. Figure
shows the product topology graph of the sedan and wagon mo
cut in half with respect to thex-zplane. Table 1 shows the typica
run-time parameters of genetic algorithms used to generate
following results and Fig. 13 gives the optimization history of
typical GA run in the case study.

4.1 Decomposition Under Global Bending. Figure 14
shows the boundary conditions of global bending case of se

Fig. 13 Optimization history of a typical GA run. The values
are the average of the elite population for each generation, nor-
malized between 0 and 1.

Fig. 14 Global bending condition on „a… sedan model and „b…
wagon model. A downward force of 8.0 †kN‡ is applied at the
location indicated by an arrow.

Table 1 Typical GA parameters used in the case study

Population size 100
Number of generations 500
Crossover probability 90%
Mutation probability 1%
240 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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and wagon models, where a downward force of 8.0@kN# is ap-
plied in the middle of the floor as indicated by an arrow. Since
loading is symmetric with respect tox-z plane, half models are
also used for the finite element analyses.

Figure 15 show the objective function values of ten Pareto
timal solutions obtained as a result of the multi-objective optim
zation, where the horizontal axis indicates the solution 1D~1–10!.
The plots illustrate rather complex trade-off between the objec
functions. For instance the total force on welds can be reduce
both choosing the right joint locations and types that have l
tensile forces or by simply using smaller number of welds in
structure. However, the selection of the joint location is also
fected by the manufacturing cost and the manufacturability c
straint. Module identification is another factor that attempts
preserve certain components and joints, likely pushing the de
away from the structurally optimal solution. While the comp
nents smaller than a prescribed minimum size are excluded f
module identification, the current approach makes no distinc
between the modules with different manufacturing costs. If co
plex and hence costly modules are favored more, the trade
among objectives might change. This issue will be addresse
the future work.

Using the graphical representation of lap and butt welds in F
16, two representative designs, solutions 2 and 10 in Fig. 15,
shown in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively. Solution 2 has zero m
ules, the smallest force on weld, the largest number of welds,

Fig. 15 Objective function values of the ten Pareto optimal
solutions for global bending. „a… number of modules and force
on welds, and „b… number of welds and manufacturing cost.

Fig. 16 Graphical representation of „a… a lap weld and „b… a
butt weld in the decomposition results.
Transactions of the ASME
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relatively low manufacturing cost. It can be seen that low ma
facturing cost is accomplished by small components, whose j
designs are optimized for the low force on welds. However,
resulting decompositions are very different between two str
tures, leading to zero sharable modules.

On the other hand, solution 10 has the most modules~4!, mod-
erate force on welds, small number of welds, and the high
manufacturing cost. Seemingly conflicting goals, a large num
of modules and low forces on welds, are simultaneously achie
by sharing relatively large components with a fewer welds, wh
however caused the increase in the manufacturing cost. If
modularity criterion is important for the designer, this soluti
might be the preferred one if high manufacturing cost can
tolerated.

It is also observed that lap joints are predominant in all Par
optimal designs. This is because there are many members pa
to x-y-plane on the tensile side of bending~lower half of the
structure!, for which butt joints would be subject to almost pu
tensile force. This resulted in consistently low forces on we
across all Pareto optimal solutions in Fig. 15~a!.

4.2 Decomposition Under Global Torsion. Figure 19
shows the boundary conditions of the global torsion case of

Fig. 17 Decomposition results for solution 2 in the global
bending condition.

Fig. 18 Decomposition results for solution 10 in the global
bending condition. Identified modules are annotated with ‘‘s.’’
Journal of Mechanical Design
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sedan and wagon models, where upward and downward force
4000 @N# each are applied on the sides of the front frames,
indicated by arrows.

Note that this loading condition leads to completely opposi
force distributions on each side of thex-z plane. Since the struc-
tural strength criterion in Eq.~6! is based on the tensile force a
each joint, this implies the best decomposition on one side
symmetry is the worst on the opposite side. In order to identify
decomposition that performs well on both sides rather than t
best on one side and the worst on another, tensile force at jo
F"n in Eq. ~6! must be replaced with the worse between bo
sides:

max$Fi "ni ,F̂i "n̂i%5max$Fi "ni ,2Fi "ni%5uFi "ni u (13)

where F̂"n̂i is the tensile force at jointi on the opposite side of
symmetry. Plugging this in Eq.~6! yields

Fig. 19 Global torsion condition on „a… sedan model and „b…
wagon model. Upward and downward forces of 4000 †N‡ each
are applied at the locations indicated by two arrows.

Fig. 20 Objective function values of the ten Pareto optimal
solutions for global torsion. „a… number of modules and force
on welds, and „b… number of welds and manufacturing cost.
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 241
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max$0,uFi "ni u%5w1 (
i 51

Nwelds

uFi "ni u (14)

Equation~14! is used instead of Eq.~6! in the results given in
Fig. 20, where the objective function values of 10 Pareto optim
solutions are shown. Since forces normal to the mating plane
joints, whether compressive or tensile, are added the total forc
welds, the Pareto optimal solutions have consistently higher fo
values than the ones for global bending. Since joints are alm
always discouraged with the use of Eq.~14!, reducing the number
of welds seems the best solution to reduce the force on we
However, the results in Fig. 20 shows no considerable reduc
of forces on welds is seen between solution 1~64 welds! and
solutions 2–10~75–76 welds!, which suggests the designer not
consider strength criterion as a priority in decision-making.

Figures 21 and 22 illustrate two representative solutions, s
tions 1 and 10, respectively. Solution 1 has both the smallest n
ber of welds and the lowest force on welds, but shares only
module. Solution 10, on the other hand, has the maximum num
of modules and manufacturing cost with larger number of we

Fig. 21 Decomposition results for solution 1 in the global tor-
sion condition. Identified modules are annotated with ‘‘s.’’

Fig. 22 Decomposition results for solution 10 in the global
torsion condition. Identified modules are annotated with ‘‘s.’’
242 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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Since the modules are larger than a prescribed minimum size
larger number of modules tends to increase the manufactu
cost.

Similar to the global bending case, lap welds are preferred
butt welds in all Pareto optimal designs. This is because mem
parallel tox-axis experience axial forces~force inx-direction!, for
which butt joints would be subject to almost pure normal force

5 Discussion and Future Work
This paper discussed a method for modular design of struct

products such as automotive bodies, where two structural prod
are simultaneously decomposed to components considering
structural performances of each structure and the component
ing between two structures. The problem is posed as an optim
tion to minimize the reduction of structural strength due to t
introduction of spot-weld joints and the number of redunda
joints, while maximizing the manufacturability of the compone
and component sharing between two structures. This mu
objective optimization problem is solved by using a genetic al
rithm. Case studies demonstrate that the method successfully
a set of acceptable solutions, with different influences of objec
functions, from which a human designer can choose the bes
lution with respect to some specific preferences/requireme
While the decomposition of two structures is discussed for s
plicity, the method can be easily extended to the assembly syn
sis of more than two products. The envisioned future work
summarized below:

• While the four joint types in Fig. 3 cover basic joint varia
tions found in many automotive bodies, it is obviously not e
haustive. In particular, it does not include the joints with multip
joining planes common between the components carrying la
loads@18#. Therefore, inclusion of more joint types into the cu
rent joint ‘‘database’’ would be desired to enhance the applica
ity of the method.

• Although the 3D beam models used in the case study
provide useful insights to real automotive body designs, they
yet too simplified. Case studies with more detailed body mod
consisting of beams and plates would be desired to improve
applicability of the obtained results. It should be noted, howev
that the current method can be applied to such beam-plate inte
models with no modification, as long as product topology grap
are properly constructed and a joint library~like the one in Fig. 3!
is appropriately designed.

• The present method takes module formation as a premise
not as an outcome. In other words, it simply tries to maximize
number of shared components, not the benefit resulted from c
ponent sharing. However, an effective design tool should be a
to quantify the benefit~perhaps in dollar amount! of component
sharing to allow the designer to make trade-offs with other des
criteria. This will require the development of cost models for co
ponent sharing and is sought as the next major research direc

Although the paper focused on sheet metal parts manufact
by stamping and joined by spot welding, other production a
assembly methods can be incorporated by modifications in v
ables, constraints and objective functions. In particular, the ap
cation to the aluminum space frame body architectures@33# would
be of strong engineering interest due to their increasing popula
in the automotive industry. Since the space frame bodies are n
rally modeled as a network of beams, the present method ca
easily extended, given a realistic joint library and joint charact
istics. Since aluminum space frames are typically joined w
MIG welds ~stronger than beams themselves but costs more
spot welds! new design criteria should be developed to acco
for the different joint types. Manufacturability criteria should als
be modified as component beams are typically hydro-extruded
hence do not allow nonlinear topologies. For space frame bod
modularity analysis can potentially lead to many possibilities
component sharing due to the homogeneity of components.
Transactions of the ASME
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therefore of interest to investigate the opportunities for shar
components within a structure, rather than among multiple st
tures. The present method can be used with minimum modifi
tion for this self-sharing with or without component sharing
among product variants.
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